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CARL L. DEVITO convex, β(E f .E^-bounded subset of E'. This fact, together with our assumptions on w, implies that w is σ(E', 2?)-continuous on every convex, β(E', J5 r )-bounded subset of E f . Thus, by [4; Th. 10, p. 97], w is in the completion of E[β*(E, J5")] But w is in i?" and E is closed in E"[β{E", E')}. It follows that w is in E. Now assume that E has property (S). Let w be a point in the closure of E for E'[β(E", E% and let {/"} be a β(E', #)-bounded sequence of points of E f which is σ(E', ϋ^-convergent to zero. We may, for each fixed positive integer k, choose x k in E such that: (a) I wfn -%kfn I ^ 1/fe f°r every n. The inequality I wfn ~ wfm \^\wf n -x k f n I + I x k f n -x k f m I + I x k f m -wf m I
shows that lim wf n exists. But by (a), this limit is ^ 1/k for every k. Proof. Let M be a weakly closed, countably weakly compact subset of E. Let w be a point in the closure of M for E"\σ(Έ", £")] and let {f n } be a sequence of points of E' which is β(E\ 2?)-bounded and o{E', l£)-convergent to zero. For each positive integer k we may choose x k in M such that: | x k f n -wf n \ <; 1/k for n <^ k. Thus, for each fixed n, lim a? A / Λ = wf n . Since M is countably weakly compact {x k } has a weak adherent point x Q in M. It follows that tt?/ Λ = x o f n for every w. But then lim wf n = 0 and, since E has property (S), w is in E and hence in ikί.
Let B be a Banach space and let Q be a linear subspace of i?'. Following Dixmier [2] , we shall say that Q has positive characteristic if {x in Q I || x \\ ^ 1} is weak* dense in some ball of B'. If Q has positive characteristic and is also norm closed in B', then it is easily seen that β*(B, Q) is equivalent to the norm topology of B. Thus, if B is separable, then Theorem 2 shows that compactness and countable compactness coincide for the closed subsets of B[σ(B, Q) ]. This result was first obtained by I. Singer [6] who also showed that it is no longer true if B is nonseparable; see [7] . Hence, in Theorem 1, the separability of E[β*(E, E')} is necessary. .
In the preceding application we made use of the following: THEOREM 
If E[β*(E, £")] is both complete and separable, then E has property (S).
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